Introduction
I have spent years on Betfair and way too much money to mention! Not
because I have a gambling problem, but because I have been desperate
to find a way to make a small income on the internet and was convinced
Betfair was the answer. I was not greedy, just an extra £10 per day
would have been perfect for me.
The B.E.R.Y.L system was the method I used to reasonable success in
my journey to making an income from Betfair that often far exceeds my
£10 per day target.
You will need to invest time and remember that nothing is guaranteed
with any system. Playing the exchange games can be monotonous, so
you will need to focus!
I will give some pointers and tips at the end of his ebook as to my daily
method of making an income from Betfair.
I am now able to generate a GUARANTEED income from Betfair. I do
not gamble any more; I am able to legitimately withdraw funds by
exploiting a simple and little known method. My only regret now is that
the fun has been taken out a little, as I know I am guaranteed not to lose
and that my bets are no longer bets, but more 'financial transactions'.
Enjoy the system in this ebook for what it is: A simple system that you
can use as an addition to your other Betfair methods. If you are serious
about making an income from Betfair, take note at the end of this
ebook- There may be a few clues as to how I make Guaranteed money
on Betfair and possibly some pointers as to where you can find the
information needed to come up with a similar method for
yourself.............Enjoy!

Firstly, thank you for downloading ….. If you have ever bought anything like this before,
you will be familiar with the layout that follows next- Firstly, they will tell you about
Betfair, then a chapter on Backing, followed by a chapter on Laying and if you are really
unlucky, you will get another few pages on Trading. After reading 40 pages of stuff you
know already, you end up with one page of what you are after!
This is a bit different. No fluff, no rubbish copied and pasted from the internet. Just
straight to the point, straight to the system that you wanted. I make no apologies for this.
I am pretty sure that if you have found your way to my website and downloaded this
system, you are in pretty much the same position that I was in last year. I was 110%
convinced that there was a way to make money on the internet, but I was getting more
and more frustrated that each method just did not seem to work for me.
When I used to buy guides or manuals like this, I would always click through until I got
to the relevant bits. For this reason, I am going to save everyone the hassle of doing this
and assume that you have bought this because you know how to Back, how to Lay and
how to Trade.
If, however, you are a complete novice (and if you are, I strongly suggest you read this
and then watch Betfair Games without putting money down for a week or so) then I have
a link for you to read up on. For anyone already familiar, this is the only bit you need to
skip through!
http://help.betfair.com/contents/itemId/i65767719/index.en.html
(Once open, there is a menu to the left that shows how to back, lay and to trade)

Ok, so you are either already familiar with Betfair Games, or you have just read up how
to Back, Lay and Trade and are ready to go!
Lets consider a normal game of Exchange Blackjack and the five options you have:
1. You back a hand or the dealer. If the hand or dealer wins, you win your money
back, plus a nice little profit. If however, the hand or dealer loses, you lose all the
money you put down.
2. You Lay a hand or dealer. If the hand or dealer loses, you make a nice little
profit. If either go on to win though, you lose the liability of your stake, which can
often be a lot more than the stake itself. For this reason, people often avoid
Laying for fear of losing large amounts of money in one go. My system will be
based on laying, but I am able to bet on a round and win every time either the
dealer wins OR one of the other hands!
3. You back 'Dealer wins or ties all'. If the dealer and the winning hand draw, you
will win. If they do not draw however, you will lose your stake.
4. You lay 'Dealer wins or ties all' If the dealer and the winning hand do not draw,
you will win your stake. If they draw, you will lose your lay liability.
5. Exotic bets There are also several 'exotic bets' that can be made, this system does
not need to use these bets.
Betfair settings.
In order to use this system effectively, you will need to alter settings on Betfair.
In the Exchange Blackjack screen, click on 'Settings':

Once in the settings screen, make sure you tick the boxes exactly as shown:

If you do not change these settings, it will be almost impossible to follow the B.E.R.Y.L
system effectively.

We are waiting for a situation where both one of the hands have low odds of below 2 and
the 'Dealer wins or ties all' also has low odds:

Once you see something like this, you need to act fast, as you need to do a pre-check
before submitting your bets to make sure you are on a win-win situation.

Firstly, lay the lowest priced player. In my example, it is player number 3:

DO NOT CONFIRM THIS BET YET!
Pay particular attention to the liability of the bet (the amount on the far right, in this case
it is £16.80)
This liability amount is the stake you will use for your next bet. Without confirming your
bet, click on the lay 'Dealer wins or ties all'.
You must lay this bet with a stake equal to the liability of the first lay:

Final checks.
If the liability on the bet for 'Dealer wins or ties all' is LESS than the stake for the player,
you have a bet!!
In our example above, the liability on the bet for the 'Dealer wins or ties all' is £17.14.
The stake for the player 3 is £20.00.
You have a bet!!

If you want to double, double check, look at the odds. Because you have changed the
settings on Betfair, you will see projected odds below the stakes:

If the stake for the player (the green number, this case £20.00) is more than the red
number on the 'Dealer wins or ties all' (in this case £17.14), you are ready to go!
Once you are happy, click on 'SUBMIT' to place both bets together.
The sums
If Player 3 loses or the dealer wins, you lose your £16.80 liability. However, you also win
£16.80 from the 'Dealer wins or ties all' bet. Result: No win, No loss!
If Player 3 wins or the dealer loses, you win £20.00, but you also lose the bet for 'Dealer
wins or ties all' of £17.14. Thats £20 minus £17.14, or a net win of £2.86
THATS: IF THE DEALER WINS, YOU DO NOT LOSE. IF THE DEALER LOSES,
YOU DO NOT LOSE!
How does the B.E.R.Y.L system remove losses?
There is only one scenario where the B.E.R.Y.L system will make a loss. Unlike every
other system out there, I do not hide this fact. This is because the B.E.R.Y.L system
exploits a little known rule that enables it to reduce your losses dramatically. The only
time the system will make a loss is in the rare situation of a 'Dead heat' between player
and dealer.

The rules for a 'Dead heat' say:
'The Dead Heat Rule applies to bets on Exchange Blackjack when there is a tie
between a player hand and the dealer the result is a draw or tie. When this occurs, the
odds for both the Backers and Layers are divided by 2. '
This means that all odds you have placed a bet on will be reduced by half. This also
means any losses will be drastically reduced!
That is why the system is called:

Betfair.Exchange.Remove.Your.Losses
Read on for a Guaranteed Betfair income....
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The B.E.R.Y.L system has consistently been my method of trying to make money on
Betfair for several years.
Over my time on Betfair, several things have become apparent:
•
•
•

To use a system, you need a huge time commitment
A system by its very nature will lose for periods of time as well as win. As long as
you win more over a longer term, you will stay in profit.
I do not have the patience to observe the above two points!

Quite by accident, I came across a guy on the internet who was making consistent profits
on Betfair, yet claiming to not actually gamble at all. He said that he was so confident
that I or anyone else using his method would not lose, he would offer the following
guarantee:

I read his blog. He is very successfully heading for his target of turning £200 into
£12,000 in a year.
I will never be able to retire from his method, but I do know I am GUARANTEED to
make £200 to £1000 per month 100% RISK FREE!
His website is here.
Never take a risk on betting sites ever again!

